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of detonatio tube shape. Experimental results for circularct tubes
ind~As d l that the detonation limit is a linear function of reciprocal Lub e r.
orsquareo- croes-3ection ttbes experimental results obtained seen to indicate th

l odetonsility are dightly wider than for ci culer, and ether hyodaulic
radius, tube area, or narrowest tube di-esion dottermines limits ol detonanility.
'owevern , mi sureents in rctangular tubes with various cross sections seem to edin -
cats that fet: rec-tarngular cross section tube* there exists & vary close correlation
betwee the )iets of detonability and the rjrroeast hydraulic dAlster of the tube,
as long as one side is not too narrow.- TireatLigation of development was also carried
out including atudy of the stability of p197.ation of -pbericel flaws in C84, H2,
C2H4, and 0212 with increasing oxygen coaicen't in the ixr, using soap bubble -tchniqus
for determining f lans speed. In all system investigated no indication of flawe
acceleration or teansizion to detocation was obeezyed. Results indicated that
extern.al mechanismo were responsible for flow acceleration and traswition to de tons-
*tion in #xperinents of other researchers.* Same of the experizmntal results have bee

* reported at the de Chem conference in leb 1972.
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INFLUENICE OF T!IX SWBP OF fnE DETO!(ATIO TUBE
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Introduction

-Liits of detonability are normally determined in detonation

tubes of circular cross section. In these tubes one finds

that the limit concentration of the mixture is propor-

tional to the reciprocal tube diameter, except at tube din-

meters, which are close to the limiting tube diameter, below

which no detonation exists, even in stoichiometric mixtures.

Por reliable determinations of limits of detonabiliTy two

points are very important:

1. the test tube must be long enough. This means that

-+ the tubes must be so long, that further increase of

the length of the tube does not influence the liL_'t

of dezonability. (It may, however, reduce the un-

certainty of the limit concentration, which shoulo

go to zero for infinite tube length.)

2. The detonation must be ignited by another detonatia-.

so that it starts as an overdriven detonaticn and

reaches ±.ts stability limit from "above". Other-

wise one rormally obtains limits which are narrower.

A siml,,e zinded explanation of the limits of detonability

is based on the observation thet close to the limit nearly

always single headed spin appears, the frequency of which

is essentially determined by the tube diarete-, and the

sound vel(,city Uin the burned gmees. it is driven by energy

1 ;.



addition to the vibration which due to Raleighs staterent

takes place in the right phase of the vibration. If the

chemic&, reaction becomes to slov, to fit that condition

(details of the processes do not alter that result) than

the detonation fails. This explazazion allows tr describe

the experizental findings in circular tubes if one takits

into account, that the wall generated expansion waves

are stronger in narrow than in wide tubes, so that t'ieS

conpensate for the slightly higher temperature in the -

burned gas of limit detonations in tubes oZ smal dianeter

and the 0 (limit) -vd-1 relation is obeyed quite well.

For rectanguidr tubes two spin ;oa s are c ýe?, ear the

limits of detonability. The one f5ta to the lone .. de,

the other one, with higher frequency to the short side of

the rectangtUar cr~ss section. The above mentioned argu-

rent could '.•. the conclasion. that the lowest (or the

•gher) of :ct frequencles determines the limit of deton-

at , •f tht is so the length of one of the two sides

of - rectangular t-Ab: sl1,c--.:i be nearly the sane as the

.-'-.t. of a clrcl;• t',• at the !init of detonabililty
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Ezperlmental Arrangement

The influence ef the shape of the detonation tube on the

limits of detonability has been inve:sigated in an

apparatus described belo-:

TShree tubes are mounted parallel. The flow resistance of

the tubes are made equal by proper choice of an end piece

of each tube which is two meters apart from the windows.

The whole length of the tubes ie 20 meters. Windows are

made from plexiglass, 40 ca long, and mounted fluuh into

the tubes. For the experiments the windows of the various

tubes are arranged one above the other with 1 cm distance

inbetween. Each tube is signed by two Tesa stripe with

chazacteristic distance so that the picture of each tube

can easily be recognized on the film.

The ignition section consists of a 1.5 meter long tube

of 9 cm diameter and a spark gap at the cloeed end. The

tube is filled over a distance of 80 cm with a wire

entanglement in order to improve the establishment of the

initiating detonation. (Mostly rn adjusted C2 " 2-O2 mixture)

It is connected with another tube of the same diametc

- (with a thin diaphragm between both). In the end plate

of this section the detonation tubes are mcunted.
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This section and the detonation tubes are filled

simultaneously with the same mixture (clean CH4-0 2 ).

Mixture compositions are measured by capillary flow

meters connected to the gas supply by two successire

constant pressure valves. An additional valve is mounted

at -he steel tank. Calibration of the flow meters is

done with precision gas meters.

Variation of the gas composition should have a negligible

in!fluence on the results because the experiments are

performed, such that detonations in one or two tubes fail,

while the third tube still shows stable detonation. Taking

a mixture in some distance from the limit, the three

detoaations arr•ve at the same time at the windows.

Coming closer -zo the limit" of detonability, detonations

start to fail and the arrival of the combustion processes

at the windows does not take place at the saie time

an-ymore. The absolute values of the detoration limits

are therefore not as precise as the relative data.

in the past, measurements of limits of detonablility have

been performed with an apparatus in which the detonation

tubes reached about 15 cm into the initiation section.

This has been done in order to delay the influence of

the reflected detonation. With the rectangular tubes used,



it was found, however, that under these conditions the

tube is deformed in the inition section so that un-

reliable results have been obtained. Therefore the

connection of the detonatior, tubes with the initiating

section have been -hanged and the tubes were mounted

flush into t:ie end plate. For tubes with circular cross

section this did not ixfluence the limits of detonability

much; the same may be assumed for tubes of other shape.

The rectangular and the square cross section brass tubes

(I =s wall) in addition are supported by steel bars on

the long side over the whole tube length. This is necessary

because otherwise at places where apparently detonations

start, the tubes are deformed or destroyed. At the

place where the windows are mounted all tubes are supported

against deformetion by steel constructions. The pressure

in the tubes filled with gas mixture has been atmospheric

prassure Li all uases. No correction for variations of the

atmospheric pressure has been applied. Temperature of the

mixture was 20 00 + 1 in all experiments. After each

experiment tY3 tubes were cleaned and dried by blowing

dry nitrogen through for a while. Every day the leak rate

and the cross section of tubes were checked.
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Xxperimental Reiiults

?or the experiments the following tubes have been

used:

Circular aross section

Diameter (am) 2.0 (A) 1.8 (B) 0.8 (0)

Area (cm 2 ) 3.15 2.54 0.5

Hydraulic (cm) 1.0 0.9 G.4
radius

HydraulIc

diameter (cm) 2.0 1.8 0.8

Square cross eaction

Side length (cm) 1.8 (D) 1.6 (E)

Area (cm2 ) 3.24 2.55

Hydraulic
radius (cm) 1.02 0.902

Hydraulic

diameter (cm) 2.04 1.804

maim"S... , .... ....•.... ... ... • . • .,,- -•, -i•- ~ i,•, 4
4.'
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R~ctanr-iila2-crce9 sectior,

Long side (.) 3.8 (1) 1.6 "G) -

Short side (c)0.8 0.8B

Area ( C2) 3.04 1.28

Hydraulic

radius (0m) O,98t 0.64

Hydraulic
dianeter (cm) 1.97 1. 28
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For tubes with circular cross section previous results

could be confirmed within the linits of experimental

error. The limit concentration is a linear function of

the reciprocal tube diameter.

The two tubes with square cross section behave in a

similar manner. For the tube with larger side length

the limitd of detonability are slightly wider than for

the other one. The absolut values of the concentrations

at the linit seems to fall on the line for tubes with

circular cross 3ection in the C(limit), 1/d p~ott if

the side length is taken as d. The hydraul,. diameters

of the square cross section on tubes are a little larger

than the side length. They do not fit as well in the

C(lizt) - d-' plott as the side length. in case of

.ube D the limis are definitely narrower than for tube A

while the hydraulic diameter is larger. The differences

are, however, small.

A different situation arises for the rectangular tubes.

Here neither the long side nor the short side nor the

hydraulic radius fit into the line C(limit) - d-1.

The uizits of detonabil!ty for the 3.8 x 0.8 rectangular

tube Pre definitely narrower than those for the tubes A,

D and E. They roughly correspond to those for 1.6 c-
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square taubes while the limits for the 1.6 x 0.8 reet-

angular tube are still. narrower.

If the smallest distance in the tube would determine the

lir~~s both rectangular tubes should nearly coincide

with the 0.8 cz diameter circular tube. Apparently the

1.6 c= long side videns the limits about 1 % while the

3.8 cm side widens them about 1.6 % compared to the

limit for infinite tube diarster, which in the present

case is abouT 4 % away.

The hydraulic diameters for these tubes do not fall on

the C(limit) - d- line either. However, the l•ic

connecting the hydraulic radii at the limits for the

rectangular 'ubes seems to be parallel to the C(linit)-

d-1 line for the circular crcss section tubes. Roughly

one can say that an estimate of the limits of detorAability

based on the hydraulic diameters gives a reasonable value

which in the came under diec-ssion here fits better than

1 %. it is obvious, however, that this is not a good

description of the real process. Apparent!y a corroct

stability analysis haa to take into consideration the

details of the interaction process between chemical reac-

tion and flow Inside and behind the reaction front. To

a certain de&.ree, however, the correlation with the

hydraulic diameter seems to be a reasonable approxination
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&a long as one side is not to narrow. it ia to be expected,

that there exsts a condition, that the small side of the

rectangle hasto he in--ger than a lower limit d1  , which,

however, is definiý.ely smaller than the limiting diameter

for tubes with circular crcss sect.oa. For very large

tubes (in each dimension) the shape of the tube should

have nearly no influence on the limit of detonability for

infinite tube deameter. That would require, that, if one

wants to keep the linear relation at the limits of deton-

ability for C(limit), d- 1 there exist limit lines which

depend on the shave of the cross section of the tube.

This influence is. hc.ever, not very pronounced, even

a ratio of the sides of a rectangalar tube~close to 5:1

gives only a d1eviation, based on the hFdraulic radius

of less than one percent. On that basis it can be under-

stood, why attempts for a quantitative descrlption cf the

li=czs of detonability and the influence o• tube dia=eter,

pressure, te-perature and other parameters on these limits

have not been very successful3. in that rough models could

be Improved and put on a quantitative basiS.

I -

* )-

!I 2 -. -
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Some Experiments on the Prnpagation of Spherical Ylanes

introduction

The soap bubble method is a well known method for ceter-

minetion of flame speedst-. Tf the expansion radio A,

is known one obtains the flame speed by mcasuring the

rate of propagation of the flama area

A

In most of the experiments reported in the literature the

spread of the flame on the film. (taken by a szea.r camera)

is a straight line indicatinv cor.stan; values of . The

flow situation for such a case is shown in Fig. 3. The gas

ahead of the flame is shifted -aay from the center. The

pressure increases from a very weak fr-nt shock towards

the flame front. Behind the flame the gas is practically

at rest. Flame velocities obtained by the soap bubble

method a-e in good agreement vith values obtained by other

metthos.

There are, hcoever, indications, trAt the flame propagation

does not take place as azoothly as one might expect from

the fact that the meabured fl"•me velocities are all right.

Trosbin published schlieren pi-tures of flames which indi-

cate celltlar ctructare of the flame front. Measurements

oi flames in constan.t pressure bozbs often give not only
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wrong absolute values of /bur also a wrong pressure depen-

dence o! the flame speed. Investigationa of sound generated

by flames also indicates a structur•,.

Aogarho reports tat flames in propane oxygen' mixtures,

ignited by a spark can accellerate and show transition

into detonation.

Istratov performed calculatinns on the stabilivy of apheri-

cal flames. These calculations gave a critieal Reynoldsnunber

based on the radius for the stability of spherical flames.

The -alue of this critical Reynoldsnunber, howevr, is tar

away from the one obtained by Troshins experim-enta.

The problem of stability of spherical flames is of f,.nda-

mental importance for explosions of free gas clouds. The

central question is: which mechanism lead.n to flame

accelleration?

in tubes it is obvious: the unburned gas, flowing ahead of

the plaze can become turbulent and this can lead ,. pro-

gressive flame accelleration, generation of shock -Yes

and so on, a well knoTn process. The immediate .tion

of interactbig shock waves normally takes place only in a

later stage of the process.

-- • • •.S

St tI
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There are indications that the disturbance of the flame

front in bomb explosions and also in some soap bubble

experiments are geneea-ed by reflected pressure waves.

Especially in bomo explosions this could clearly be

shown. The first step in air experiments therefore had

to be to find an experi-ental arrangement to minimize

thaz influence.

M

•--

- a



Spark Coil

Fig. 4 Soup Bubble Generator



-Exerimental Arrangement

The gas mixture is prepared by capillary flow meters

with pressure stabilized supply. Part of the con-

tinuous flow is extracted through a soap bubble generator

via a special valve. If the bubble reaches the wanteax

diameter this valve is closed. The soap bubbje generator

(Fig. 4 consisted of a plexiglass tube (i.1 m diameter)

with a piston inside. This piston contained the electrodes.

It was constructed eu•h that it closed the flow inlet as

well as the gas exit to the soap bubble. This bubble

generator was mounted on a 1 cz stell bar. There were

no solid walls around the bubble at distances below 1 m

so that reflected wavea needed at least 1/150 see to come

bakc to the soap bubble. For flame speeds in the order of

one meter per sec and about 10 cm bubble diameter this

means that reflected sounad waves do hardly come back as

long as the bubble burns. The bubble generator itself was

=cunted by thin long metall tubes. Sound waves reflected

at these tubes can come back to the flame. They are, how-

ever, highly attenuated. This had to be accepted because

th,. ideal method, free gas buobles ignited centrally by

laser radiation would have been much to complicated in

that. nhase if the investigation.



Te wear camera is rounted about one meter away from
tbe soap bubble. The soap bubble is projected into
an image plane where a slit takes away most of the
picture; only a small horicontal strip of zhe bul-hle
is then project•A, on the film for measuring the flame

spread.

i
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Experinental Results

In order to check the reliability of the system flame

velocities of CH 4-air and H 2-ai-r mixtures have been

measured and found to be in go• :6.eement with litera-

turz data. Then the following systems have been in-

vestlr ted

COH4 - d•air

OH, - a-air (with 50 % 02,)

('HA - doair (with 80 % 02)

H - a. air (with 50 % 0.)

~2

(U 4 + H +0

C 2 - air

S2H4 02

C2 H2  - air

C2 H2 - (air with 50 % oxygen)

yH 2 023

i -
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In all these systems which were investigated in soap

bubbles of 7 cm diameter not the slightest indication

of a flame accelleration could be observed. (Ignition

oy an engine spark)

The experiments continu-d witb attempts to generate

larger soa; bubbles. For the "ethane, the (CH 4 +H2 ) and

the CH 4 systems b,.Ulf-s of 15 c diameter could be

generated. For "2 12 - air and for C2-2 - 02 bubbles up

to 12 cm could be formed.

The photographs of these flames (each mixture has beenr

used 3 to 5 times at different days) also did not indi-

cate any accelleration of zhe f3ames.

These results indicate that up to about 15 cm diameter

of the gas bell there seems to be no 7nternal mechanism

which accellerates flames (even in mix :ures with 02) so

that transition to detonation takes place. At least in

that range of diameters of the oubble external mechanisms

must have been active in the experiments of other authors.

---..- - -
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